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ABSTRACT
This study compares the characteristics and professional development (PD) experiences between teachers who began teaching Exploring Computer Science before and after the enactment of a CS graduation requirement in the Chicago Public Schools. The post-requirement teachers were less likely to have a CS background, but their experience in the ECS PD and their level of confidence at the end of the PD were equivalent to the early adopters.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → K-12 education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A key strategy for broadening CS participation in the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) has been the enactment of a high school CS graduation requirement in 2016 [1]. The Exploring Computer Science (ECS) curriculum and professional development (PD) program [2] serves as a core foundation for supporting enactment of this policy. The PD program has been successful at preparing CPS teachers to support student success in the ECS course [3]. The work leading to establishment of the graduation requirement began with a teacher-led initiative bringing together CPS teachers, CPS administrators, educational researchers, and university faculty. The partnership, which became known as the Chicago Alliance for Equity in Computer Science (CAFECS), brought the ECS curriculum and PD program to Chicago [4]. In the first two school years of the PD program (2012–2014), 95 teachers volunteered to participate in the ECS PD. In the three years since the introduction of the graduation requirement (2016–2019), 219 teachers have participated in the ECS PD, many of whom were assigned by their principal. What are the differences in the characteristics and perceptions of early-adopter and post-requirement teachers?

2 METHODS / RESULTS
At the beginning of the weeklong summer ECS workshop, teachers completed a background survey asking about CS background, teaching experience, gender, and race. At the end of the week, teachers completed a feedback survey asking about workshop satisfaction and confidence in implementing ECS. The results indicate that more than half of the early adopters had a background in CS (53%) as compared to about one-quarter for post-requirement teachers (24%). As a consequence, the early adopters had more years of prior experience teaching CS (4.1 years) relative to post-requirement teachers (1.8 years), even through the overall years of teaching experience of early adopters (10.1 years) and post-requirement teachers (10.4 years) was similar. The composition of the early adopters relative to the post-requirement teachers by race (47% minority vs 39%) and gender (51% vs 47% female) was similar. Despite differences in CS background and motivation for teaching the class, there were no significant differences in teachers’ levels of satisfaction with the workshop experience (4.8/5 vs 4.6/5) nor in their post-workshop experience teaching CS (4.1 vs 4.0) relative to early adopters (4.3 vs 4.2).

3 CONTRIBUTION
ECS has primarily been implemented as an elective course with volunteer teachers. This study provides evidence that teachers who are assigned to participate can still have a positive PD experience.
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